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This paper introduces new techniques to enhance the construction of frames in a MF-

TDMA communication system for a high throughput broadband Satellite system. It is a

function of one main parameter: the Carrier-over-Interference (C/I) performance at

antenna level taking into account geographical constraints. The satellite architecture uses a

multi-beam coverage implementing frequency re-use and spatial separation on a Return

Link.

Nomenclature

EIRP = Effective Isotropic Radiated Power

C/I = carrier to Interference (ratio)

C/N = carrier to Noise (ratio)

C/(N+I) = Carrier to Noise plus Interference (ratio)

DVB-S2 = Digital Video Broadcast – Satellite, 2
nd
iteration

Eb/No = Energy per Bit to Noise Density

Es/No = Energy per Symbol to Noise density

dB = Decibel

Gbps = Giga bits per second

FTDMA = Frequency-Time Division Access

G/T = Gain-to-noise temperature ratio

I. Introduction

ULTI-BEAM satellite coverages are being used more and more widely by satellite operators like Eutelsat

with KaSat or Viasat with ViaSat1. Those coverages allow an operator to gain more flexibility and capacity

by using its resources more efficiently on a wide coverage thanks to frequency re-use combined with spatial

separation, in the shape of FTDMA encoding.

Consequently, the way of building the data frames is a potential bottleneck for the Return Link of a broadband

communication system. Depending on the data packet association, a system can be optimized according to a certain

performance parameter such as the Carrier-to-Interference (C/I) performance at antenna level.
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In order to present the scope of the optimization scheme and of the two techniques, we are going first to expose

the problematic then the optimization techniques associated with simulation results and the conclusion drawn from

these results.

II. Problem Description

Satellites have long been used for services related to broadcasting like TV or radio services but the new

generation of satellites aims at providing broadband services as a natural extension to the broadcast services
1
. The

architecture used for those services is a multi-beam coverage composed of a given number of beams and cell

structure, which once put together, generate the whole service area.

One of the specificities of such coverages is the flexibility in terms of on board resource management. It is

possible to distribute for instance the power given certain requirements or re-use as much as possible a limited

bandwidth (through frequency re-use and spatial separation). However, the major drawback of such architectures is

the inter-spot interferences. Those interferences, if poorly designed, can harm any communication.

The traffic being a web traffic is consequently composed of data packets that the satellite has to handle properly

as they are transmitted and received via FTDMA frames on the Return link based on very specific protocols.

Figure 1: Satellite Communication Scenario

The way of putting together the data packets, in other words the users to be transmitted to the satellite in a

FTDMA scheme, can play an important role on the interferences generated at antenna level between each spot. As

seen in various publications
2,3,4

the optimization idea is to influence the cell definion or cell hierarchy. By using the

publications
5,6
, it is possible to build up a good foundation for a link budget model and incorporate a precise C/I

model.

The problematic is consequently, how to organize the data packets in the current frame on a Return Link before

sending it given a performance parameter and taking into account an optimization method based on a distance

criteria between each interferer and also the upcoming frames.

The methods we are going to present, aim at optimizing the interferences generated between each spot and

consequently the C/I which influences heavily the global link budget performances.

The two techniques under test for the optimization of the frames are: a technique based on the beam centers

called "Beam centers" and another one based on the user itself called “User centered”. Also the system is supposed

to be able to predict future traffic over three upcoming frames.

III. The Antenna and C/I Model

In order to start the reasoning, it is necessary to generate the antenna system with software tools and convert the

radiation diagrams into usable formats for the link budget, in other words EIRP density or G/T matrices.
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The adopted reflector model is designed by taking into account the illumination taper and spillover losses but also

by neglecting the scan aberration. It is based on the model proposed by Peter Balling7.

First, the aperture distribution from a single feed is calculated by:

n

a

r
pprg ))(1(*)1()( 2

with: a, the radius of the aperture r, radius in spherical coordinate system p, the relative edge illumination n is typically 1, but may be changed in the illumination exponent field

The beams are approximated by a linear combination of Bessel functions:
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 The coefficients 1c and 2c depend on the edge taper p, and are normalized so that
2

jF yields directivity.

Balling uses an analytic approximation to determine directivity. We prefer perform a PO integration of an

on-focus feed to determine the directivity, which is more accurate.

Afterwards, based on a cell structure, it is possible to calculate the C/I ratio as a performance indicator at antenna

level. Indeed, for a multi-beam antenna system implementing frequency reuse and spatial separation, it is important

to calculate the interferences generated by all the beams on each other, as the more spots one stacks, the more

interference is generated. In a general way, it is possible to define the calculation of the C/I as follows:

Let's consider a certain spot k with a capacity of kC . Considering, that the architecture is a mutli-beam

coverage with frequency reuse, there will be two type of interferers. Depending on the side of the transmission, there

will be the interferers in co-polarization, which are at the same frequency and the same polarization but used in

different spatial spots. Their contribution denoted as coI , can be quantified as:

 N

q

Co

qco xDI
0

))((

with: q, the identifier for an interferring spot N, the total number of interferers in Co-polarization x, the point defined by a coordinate system

 Co

qD , the directivity in Co-polarization for the interferer q

There are also the interferers related to the cross polarization, which are the spots at the same frequency but with a

directly opposite polarization. Their contribution denoted as cxI is as follows:
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p
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Pcx xDI
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with: p, the identifier for an interferring spot M, the total number of interferers in the orthogonal polarization x, the point defined by a coordinate system

 Cx

pD , the directivity in the orthogonal polarization of interfering spot p

Combined all together, the C/Itot calculation is done as follows:

cxco

k

tot II

C

I

C


It is also important to include the Beam Pointing Error (BPE), which can influence heavily on the performances.

IV. The “Beam Centers” Technique

The first method of optimization will be based on the center of the beams of each spot. Indeed, the idea is to

identify the weakest user of any spot in terms of capacity and see if a C/I criteria is verified. If not, one takes the

center of the beam of this weakest user and then looks for all the different users who are emitting at the same time

and interfering causing a low C/I. Once, the closest interfering user is identified, he is swapped with another one

from the same spot but from a different frame emitted later in the queue. The interference is consequently delayed.

However, the packet can't be delayed more than three times as the user who is waiting for this packet needs to

receive it.

)min(
users

CI
I

C
L 




with:

 CIL , the lowest C/I value

Through the weakest C/I, it is possible to identify the weakest user and the spot covering it. Then the closest

interferer is identified through the distance towards the beam center:

)min( mweakestBeaIntfI xxD 
With:

 ID , corresponding to the smallest distance

 Intfx , corresponds to the coordinates of the interferers

 mweakestBeax , corresponds to the coordinates of the Beam containing the weakest user

The closest interferer is swapped with another one of the same spot but which is farther away from the weakest

user.

V. The User Centered technique

The second method is based on a combination with a distance criterion with regard to the user itself. Indeed,

instead of looking for the closest interferer in comparison to the beam center, this method is going to look for the

closest user towards the weakest user. As above it will replace the closest interferer with another one from the same

spot but further away.

)min(
users

CI
I

C
L 




with:

 CIL , the lowest C/I value
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Through the weakest C/I, it is possible to identify the weakest user and the spot covering it. Then the closest

interferer is identified through the distance towards the weakest user:

)min( rweakestUseIntfI xxD 
With:

 ID , corresponding to the smallest distance

 Intfx , corresponds to the coordinates of the interferers

 rweakestUsex , corresponds to the coordinates of the Beam containing the weakest user

Then the closest interferer is swapped with another one of the same spot but which is farther away from the

weakest user.

VI. Permutation Technique

As a reference, a third method has been added in order to put each value into perspective. This method consist in

permuting randomly all the different frames and influence the C/I performance. Implementing this method gives a

benchmark for the proposed optimization processes.

VII. Comparative Analysis

The three techniques have been compared on the same specific transmission scenarios based on reliable antenna

data provided by Eutelsat. The first results show that both techniques help to improve a very good percentage of the

different transmission scenarios.

Given a sample population of 8000 transmission scenarios (large enough population for a “reasonable”

calculation time), the following results have been obtained:
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Figure 2: Optimisation percentage and average gain in C/I for the three methods

Indeed, more than 50% of the scenarios could be improved with the user centered technique helping to gain from

0.5dB to 10dB of C/I in certain constellations but on average around 1.5dB. This means that most of the

optimizations took place in a lower range of 1dB to 2dB.

The Beam centered technique is more efficient as it improves almost 80% of the different scenarios and with a

higher average gain of around 2.1dB. This means that compared to the user centered method, it is also focused on a

range of 1.5dB to 2.5dB.The permutation method however shows that even if it has a slightly better average level, it

has however a lower percentage than the User centered method. This implies that a certain degree of controlled

optimization is necessary.

So the techniques help to achieve better C/I performances and show that they are efficient in their own ways.

The average achieved gain of around 1.5dB is very useful for a link budget as this could allow certain users to build

up a communication in heavily interfered spot constellations.
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VIII. Further Analysis

The techniques take their full usefulness by looking at the C/I behaviour for a given multi-beam coverage. In

order to calculate the C/I at antenna level on the Return link it is necessary to do a Monte-Carlo approach as a way

to simulate the most faithfull possible the traffic behaviour. Based on this approach, it is necessary to calculate a

critical amount of scenarios in order to average the correct performances explaining the 8000 sample scenario for

instance.

However, as seen previously, the C/I is heavily position dependent. Based on the constellation of users at a given

moment, the performances can be very different from one moment to the other. Designing a satellite for the worst

case which is quite rare (distance between a studied point and its interferers is the smallest possible) implies

overdimensioning the payload in order to plan for every possibility. The consequence of such choice is more mass,

power and thermal constraints on the general architecture.

The following figures show for a given antenna structure and a given studied spot (spot 13), that it is possible to

observe at two different traffic moments, that the interference environment can be very different.

Figure 3: Case 1 of Interferers in Co-polarization
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Figure 4: Case 1 of Interferers in Cx-polarization

Figure 5: Case 2 of Interferers in Co-polarization
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Figure 6: Case 2 of Interferers in Cx-polarization

Indeed, it is clearly shown that due to the dynamic effect of the traffic the constraints vary as such.

Consequently, optimizing the FTDMA frame structure based on the C/I helps to avoid overdimensioning the

satellite itself and to take into account variable transmission scenarios without having to do major design revisions.

IX. Further Work

These methods have been tested on real satellite antenna performances and achieved significant performance

enhancements. Based on those first results, it is interesting to develop the two techniques and include an iterative

approach for different multi beam constellations. This will help to achieve a better understanding of the methods and

allow to design better coverages.

X. Conclusion

The first results show that those techniques can improve at a high rate the satellite communication on the return

link for a broadband application. Indeed, those techniques achieve better performances in terms of C/I helping to

avoid this parameter to become a bottleneck.

The technical complexity of implementation shouldn't be a show stopper as the general coding and modulation

techniques are becoming more and more sophisticated and evolved giving more space for complex optimization

methods.
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